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Executive Summary 

Bella Coolla is a fairly young company that was founded in April 2009 by Lance Wickham and Joe Linsman. They 

take pride in their small, Ma & Pa style pizza shop and the great homemade quality they produce. They are ex-

clusive to Rexburg, Idaho and are located in the Rex Theatre. Anthony &? are excited to grow their business and 

share their love for fresh, quality pizza with the community.

 Because Bella Coolla is young, spreading the word about the business is crucial. They have previously ad-

vertised using techniques such as text messaging, flyers, and coupons in the value pack and are currently using 

radio, developing a television commercial, and continue to send flyers and coupons. Bella Coolla hopes to increase 

sales in the Rexburg community both from customers coming the actual location and through more deliveries. 

 Our goal as an ad agency is to build brand awareness and increase the customer base for the local area. We 

will position Bella Coolla as the best small town pizza for America’s family community and our big idea is to 

incorporate the Bella Coolla character from the logo in all our advertisements saying “We’re here!” in a caption 

bubble. We plan to advertise using postcards, ground posts, a draping vinyl building hanging, an improved web-

site, a news release, and wooden Bella promotional stand.

 We have enjoyed learning about and working with Bella Coolla thus far and look forward to helping them 

bring their great product more effectively to Rexburg.

Executive Summary



Product/client description: Bella Coolla Pizza is a Ma’ and Pa’ small town pizza place. It is located in Rexburg, Idaho in the Rex center. 

They offer three sizes of pizzas, which include the 16 inch, 12 inch, and 8 inch pizzas. They offer up to four or more toppings. All of the 

ingredients are fresh. Bella Coolla will deliver anywhere in Madison County for a charge of $2. For out of Madison County deliveries, 

there is an extra charge of $4. They also will provide catering for pizza parties for both the family and the work place.     

Product/client history: Bella Coolla is a recently established pizza place located in the Rex. They have only been open since April. Since 

Bella Coolla is new their history is very limited, but they are here to make history. The name Bella Coolla originated from a river in British 

Columbia. The owner of the Rex liked the name after visiting BC on a fishing trip. Due to legal laws they added an extra “l” to the name. 

Geographic factors: The location of Bella Coolla is good in that it is part of an already well-established business in The Rex.  It is poor 

however because it is near the rear of the establishment and unless you are paying very close attention you wont’ even notice that it is 

there. We need to use the fact that it is part of The Rex in our advertising so that people will actually know where it is and will be able find 

it.  Once people arrive in The Rex we need to set signs or some way to let people know where Bella Coolla is.  We also need to set up a 

series of signs directing people towards it in order to push the flow of traffic towards the back where Bella Coolla is.

Past & Present Advertising: In the six months since Bella Coola Pizza first was established, there has been a great effort made to publicize 

the new business and attract customers. One of Bella Coolla’s first efforts was to join Value Pack to distribute coupon. However, there was 

not much success with it, so they stopped. They also had cell phone or mobile advertsing like text messaging for a while. Although this 

effort was successful it was out of their budget for the long term. Currently, Bella Coolla works with Rexburg housing clean checks and 

offers prizes to the top three cleanest apartments. This is free for them because it is more of a give and take advertising opportunity. Bella 

Coolla is able to give out flyers in this process too.  They do currently have radio commercials that play on 5 radio stations. The commer-

cials rotate monthly and they play 20 commercials a day on all 5 stations, and this costs them $595 a month. Since they work with the Rex 

Theatre, they have free theatre screening before a movie plays. They also have the opportunity for a free billboard on the street out near the 

light before heading into the Rex parking lot. They are looking to advertise more with TV commercials.

Situation A
nalysis

Situation Analysis
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Marketing & Advertising Objectives 

Location: Build awareness within Madison County of what Bella Coolla is and where it is located. Also, to 

increase awareness of Bella Coolla across the BYU-Idaho campus.

Increase customer base: Bella Coolla wants to see more young families with children old enough to eat pizza. 

They also want to increase the number of college students who eat there. 

More Deliveries: By increasing the customer base, Bella Coolla hopes to also increase the number of deliver-

ies. They want to increase the number of deliveries per day from 1.2 to 2.5.

To solve the location issues and increase awareness, we will identify media and promotions to reach our target 

audience.

To attract more college-aged customers and build a larger family customer base we will identify the media 

vehicles that will best access and appeal to our target audience.

To increase the number of pizza deliveries we will promote Bella Coolla’s delivery service through various 

media and promotions to reach our target audience.

Marketing Objectives

Advertising Objectives
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Strengths: Good tasting pizza. Can bake pizzas in 3 mins. Inside a movie theatre and have a relationship 

with other businesses like SubZero. Mom & Pop style shop. Everything fresh and homemade. Only one 

Bella Coolla. Willing to deliver anywhere.

Weaknesses: High price. Small, young company. Relatively unknown business. Low budget. Location, hard 

to find. Business follows the college school year and business hurts during the seven week break. Nothing to 

draw customer to its business.

Opportunities: Develop pizza comparable to $5 pizza. Accept food stamps for their take and bake. Lower 

costs will higher output. Make take and bakes available at grocery stores. 

Threats: Other more established pizza companies. People on a budget will choose one thing over 

another(bowling over pizza). 

Main Competitors: Bella Coolla’s main competitors are Pizza Hut, Dominoes, Little Caesars, Craigos, 

Crossroads, and Papa Murphy’s. Because most of their competitors are chain restaurants, they have already 

established themselves within the Rexburg community.

SWOT Analysis



Target Audience 

Customers of Bella Coolla Pizza are residents of Rexburg, Idaho or nearby cities. Typically they are in col-

lege or have recently graduated and are raising a young family. They range from ages 18 to 28. 

Primary: Those on the higher end of our age range, 23-28, usually have graduated or are soon to graduate and 

have a small family. These local families are better established and have a higher median income. They enjoy 

staying at home and relaxing with their children after a long day of work, school and running errands. They 

have young children and because it can be a hassle to leave the house again after a long day, they like to enjoy 

activities and meals in their comfort of their homes.   

Secondary: The college students are busy with school but often hold part-time jobs. They don’t have a lot 

of money to spend but look for quality products at reasonable prices. They like to get away from the college 

campus and do fun things to help them deal with the stresses of school. They date and look for places with a 

fun and relaxed atmosphere to get to know each other better. 

Target Audience 
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Positioning Statem
ent & Big Idea

Positioning Statement:

We will position Bella Coolla Pizza as the best small town pizza for America’s family community.

Big Idea: 

Our big idea is to use the Bella Coolla mascot, Bella, as our “spokesperson”. Bella will present all our 

adverting in caption form. Our slogan to tie all of this campaign’s advertising together is “We’re Here!” 

This slogan will be the main message Bella will present.  Awareness of Bella Coolla Pizza is imperative 

to accomplishing Bella Coolla’s marketing objectives. 



We will be sending news releases to both the Scroll and local area newspapers in order to draw in a large 

number of people so that they will become familiar with Bella Coolla, all for no cost.  We decided that this 

would be a very effective way to advertise due to the low budget.  Bella Coolla could also put in a promo-

tional paragraph that has some sort of incentive or offer to get new customers to come and try them out. 

They could also have a coupon that accompanies the news release in the Scroll. of deliveries.

Facebook: Bella Coolla will have a facebook fan page created. Anyone on facebook can join the group or 

“become a fan” of them and their food. The fan page will show what Bella Coolla has to offer, as well as 

inform those who are members of the group of information about any discounts or promotions that Bella 

Coolla is offering.

Press Releases
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We will also be sending out postcards as direct mail to the families that are in the area. The reason we will 

send mailers instead of placing flyers to the families in the area is because it would be cheaper and less time 

consuming than trying to go to every door. We will also be able to buy mailing list of people who live in our 

target market. 

We will be offering a free Baby Bella with the purchase of a medium drink in order to draw in new customers. 

The key is to have them bring in the coupon or flyer itself so that it gets the customers in the door. 

Direct Mailer
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We will be putting flyers ont the doors of the college apartments to raise awareness of Bella Coolla 

and the deals they offer. 

 The reason we will post flyers on the collage doors instead of sending them direct mailers is 

because we feel that students will take a closer look at something on their door. Also these flyers 

can be used around the community. We will go around posting flyers six times a year. That would be 

twice per semester at the start and during midterms. The reason for this is because more students eat 

pizza during those times.

 We will be offering a free Baby Bella with the purchase of a medium drink in order to draw in 

new customers. The key is to have them bring in the coupon or flyer itself so that it gets the custom-

ers in the door. 

Flyers
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BELLA COOLLA PIZZA WEB PAGE

Webpage: The webpage was redesigned to attract the customer. It should increase awareness about 

what Bella Coolla is and also increase the number of deliveries.

Facebook: Bella Coolla will have a facebook fan page created. Anyone on facebook can join the 

group or “become a fan” of them and their food. The fan page will show what Bella Coolla has to 

offer, as well as inform those who are members of the group of information about any discounts or 

promotions that Bella Coolla is offering.
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We will be setting up 18’’ x 12’’ ground post ads in areas where both families and college students will be able 

to see them. The ads will be simple, but they will get Bella Coolla’s name out there so that the public can be 

introduced to them. Bella Coolla could set up numbers that people can text to receive discounts.

Ground Post
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We will hang a giant 16’ x 21’ banner type advertisement on the front of the Rex building to dispel         

confusion about where Bella Coolla is located. It will create awareness for those who did not know it       

existed and will also promote their delivery service by providing their number at the bottom.

Building Banner
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 In-house Commercials

We will create home-made commercials to play in the theatre before previews begin to let customers know 

there are more food options than just the concession stand. The commercials will focus on the great taste of 

Bella Coolla and how Bella Coolla saves you the worry about what to eat for a great time out.
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Client: Bella Coolla Pizza 

30 Second TV Spot 

Name of Spot: Hungry Students 
Run Dates: Sept-April 

 

 

VIDEO instructions 

MS on an apt full of student who are 
studying and concentrating. PAN 

across the apt.  

 

 

 
 

CUT to CU on the clock on the 

microwave to show the time being 

very late.  

 
 

 

 

CUT to MS of the students in the apt. 

PAN across the students talking to 
each other.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

     

     

 
 

 

 

 

 
     

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

     
     

     

     

     

     

   
AUDIO   

     

 

 

Some mellow music playing softly. 
     

     

     

      

 
 

The mellow music stops abruptly and 

it plays more dramatic music.  

 

 
 

 

 

The music plays softer. 

Student 1: “Guys I am so hungry! 
We have got to have some food.” 

Student 2: “But I am on a roll on my 

homework I cant stop now!” 

Student 3: “Hey guys look, we don’t 

have to..” 
 

 

 
CUT to CU of flyer on the coffee 

table about Bella Coolla Pizza and 

how it says delivery.  
 

 

 

 

 
CUT to MS of the room and the 

students smiling and looking at each 

other, one starts calling on their cell 

phone.  

 
 

 

 

 

CUT to the students eating pizza in a 
group and working back on their 

homework smiling and content. 

 

                           

 
 

 

SUPER Bella Coolla Pizza and Logo 

with the slogan “we’re here” and 

have their number with the phrase 
“the best small town pizza for 

America’s family community.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student 3: “…we can order Bella 

Coolla and they will deliver it right 

to us so we don’t even have to stop 
working.” 

Student 2: “I am so glad they deliver 

because I love their pizza!” 

 

 
VO “Bella Coolla Pizza offers a fast 

delivery to anywhere in the local 

community….” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Cont. VO “Bella Coolla pizza wants 
you to know that we’re here and…” 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Cont. VO “we are the best small 

town pizza for America’s family 

community, so call and order your 
pizza today.” 
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• Little league baseball 

• Youth Soccer 

• Youth basketball

• Supporting Madison School district sports

By sponsoring youth activiies in the area we feel that Bella Coolla will not only get its name out but peo-

ple will see that Bella Coolla is helping the community and that they are truly a part of the community. 

If for every youth team you sponsor you give the team one large free pizza the team will go out and the 

parents of that team will need to purchase  more pizzas so everyone can eat this will bust the sales of piz-

zas plus get people out to Bella Coollas and falling in love with the pizza 

For the Madison School district sports if you go to the games and have a both to deliver pizzas during the 

game people would not have to leave the stadium. To be able to sell pizza at the games you will have to 

give a portion back to the school and if you make that a know fact more parents will by the pizza so the 

school gets more money and in return Bella Coollas will sell more and make a bigger profit. Also more 

parents in the community would want to go to Bella Coollas instead of the other pizza places in town.

Supporting Local Youth 
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Budget 

 

Advertising 
Budget 

Quantity Estimated Cost Actual Cost 

Direct Mail 
(Flyers & 
postcards) 

56,000 $3,000  

Ground Posts 
 
 

40 $231.99  

Building Banner 1 $332.64  

In-house 
Commercials 

3 $50  

Promotions 4 $1,500  

Total  $5114.63  
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Budget 



Agency Pitch
All-around Advertising is the agency with all-around expertise.  With over 12 years of experience, you can be 
rest assured that all aspects of your business’s advertising needs will be taken care of.  
 All-around Advertising is committed to ensuring that your needs are met when and how you wish them 
to be met.  They will use their creative and functional expertise to meet those needs to your satisfaction and 
beyond.  Leave your advertising in our hands and your worries behind.  All-around Advertising is your agency 
for all-around quality, experience, and satisfaction. 
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Zachary Allen was born and raised in western Montana. He is a Communications major with an undecided 
emphasis. He enjoys writing and and being creative and so was asked to write the press release as well as various 
other parts of the campaign. 

Cassie Legge was born on Wurtsmith AFB in Michigan and is an Air Force Brat. She is a communications major 
with an emphasis in advertising and hopes to open up her own little business out of her home one day. Cassie de-
signed the flyer, direct mail, and the storyboard for the college commercial.

Kaylen Lawrenson is a senior from Lakewood, Washington. She is a Health Science major 
and Advertising minor. She is a hard, dedicated worker who is currently employed at the 
PCCI Plasma Center in Rexburg. Her contribution in the campaign was designing the Bella 
Coolla webpage design, helped to identify the target audience, and incorporate the big idea, 
“We’re Here” into the campaign.

Xanning Tyler was born in Taiwan and adopted when she was about a month old. She’s 
lived in San Diego, California since she was four years old. She is in her third year at 
Brigham Young University-Idaho. She is a Communications major with an emphasis in 
advertising. She someday hopes to work at an advertising agency, as well as work with high 
school sports in the photography field. She enjoys playing many sports, however she loves 
to play basketball.

Rachel Broadbent was born in Whittier, California. She is a communications stdents studying advertising and 
enjoys photography, design, writing, and most any outdoor activity. She hopes to go to veterinary school after she 
graduates and work to help save endangered species. For this campaign, Rachel oversaw the team, both working 
on and delegating the written and creative work. She also edited the team’s work and helped design the media and 
media book.

Austin Eveland is a junior from Sequim, Washington. He is a communication major with a 
recreation minor. His goal is to one day run his own funeral home. Austin’s skills in wood-
work and creative ideas helped the team think outside the box. For this project he made the 
wood Bella and helped put together the campaign book.

G
roup Bio




